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1 Introduction
There have been a number of acoustic surveys of the vowels of Standard German.
These surveys vary with respect to the number of speakers investigated, speaker selection, the quantity and type of material elicited and the vowels surveyed. Jørgensen
(1969) uses formant measurements from six male speakers producing word list material. Iivonen (1970) analyses words embedded in carrier phrases as well as in isolation
produced by five female and four male subjects. Rausch (1972) analyses four male
speakers (one phonetician and three elocutionists) reading a lengthy passage of scientific German. Iivonen (1986) studies one male speaker uttering test words embedded in
a carrier phrase. Ramers (1988) analyses four male speakers each reading 63 disyllabic
words and 20 sentences.
The studies of Standard German are based mainly on data taken from male subjects1 and the selection of vowels surveyed is restricted, with little or no coverage being
given to diphthongs, /@/ and the monophthongal exponent of /@r/.
This study represents a first spectral survey of the vowel systems of 22 speakers
(11 female, 11 male) from part of the PhonDat I corpus collected and labelled in Kiel
(Kohler 1992) and is to date the largest survey of its kind on German. All vowels are
covered including the diphthongs, /@/ and the monophthongal correlate of /@r/.
In addition to providing a summary of the absolute values for the female and male
speakers of the corpus we also attempt our own normalization of the vowel systems in
order to be able to compare the intergender systemic relationships. As we will show,
the results of both our own normalization as well as that described in Nearey (1978)
1

A recent study (Heid et al. 1995) analyses 16 speakers each reading 64 sentences. However we feel
this cannot be treated as a serious study because, among other things, it throws together F0 and formant
Hertz values of male and female speakers.
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produce very similar systems for female and male speakers, a result which we argue is
most likely due to the large sample we are investigating.

2 Problems of measuring vowel systems
The most common way of examining the spectral characteristics of vowel systems is in
terms of the first and second formant frequencies. Although it is has been claimed that
this measure alone may be insufficient (Fant 1960; Maurer et al. 1992) to characterize
vocalic quality and contrast, there is no doubt that measures of F1 and F2, given an
appropriate graphical representation, allow us to talk about acoustic vowel systems in
terms similar to those used in the auditory-proprioceptive (Catford 1977) domain of
impressionistic phonetics.
However, in order to arrive at the acoustic characterization of a vowel system we
have to decide on the data we examine, the measurements we make and the way we
categorize those measurements. In this section we will examine each of these factors
in turn.

2.1 Speakers and material
Any study, such as ours, which is conducting an investigation of a number of speakers
should attempt to examine speakers producing the same material. This is not always
possible. If spontaneous data are the object of investigation then only a limited comparability across speakers can be obtained even if elicitation has been carried out in a
controlled fashion (Anderson et al. 1991; Kohler et al. 1995). However, if speakers are
required to read words or sentences, one cannot ensure uniform stress and intonation
patterns. Neither can one be sure that speakers will respond equally to the recording
environment or the reading task being demanded of them. Speakers who are accustomed to the otherwise unusual activity of reading aloud in front of a microphone are
likely to behave differently from those who are unaccustomed to the situation.
One idea which is misguided is that particular types of speakers, e.g. elocutionists or phoneticians, will provide the best data for the language under examination. A
word deemed to be clearly enunciated will presumably contain one or more clearly
enunciated vowels, but their phonetic shape will not therefore better represent the language than any other vowels. This notion of getting at the best is behind the choice of
speakers (three elocutionists and one phonetician) found in Rausch (1972).

2.2 Segmentation and measurement
Acoustically characterizing vowel systems requires the identification, delimitation and
measurement of appropriate signal portions. In general the portions to be measured
will be vocalic, i.e. strictures of open approximation. There is much discussion about
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where to delimit the most appropriate portion (Fischer-Jørgensen 1954; Fant 1960; Peterson and Lehiste 1960; Klatt 1976; Raphael et al. 1980; Hertz 1991). The decision
to include or omit stop releases, periods of aspiration or transitions into or away from
consonantal strictures all depends on the particular investigation. Such decisions are
critical in durational studies (e.g. Peterson and Lehiste 1960; Klatt 1976) as the inclusion of e.g. transitional periods will shape to a great extent the durational model
proposed. For measurements in the spectral domain decisions on delimitation are less
critical. Measurements taken at the centre of a vocalic portion will necessarily be
affected by the establishment of the edges, but as long as delimitation is carried out
in a relatively systematic fashion, resulting measurements will allow both intra- and
interspeaker comparability.

2.3 Phonetic and phonological categorization of measurements
Measuring the phonetic correlates of phonological systems of languages is a problematic enterprise. Measuring the phonetic correlates of vowel systems is no exception,
although at first sight it may seem to be simple.
Measurements made on the basis of an acoustic or any other instrumental record
require categorization. The categories can be impressionistic phonetic, e.g. we can
assign measurements to the category open vowel, or open back rounded vowel. The
categories can be acoustic phonetic, in terms of different spectral characteristics, such
as the height of F1 or the relationship of F1 to F2. One can also categorize measurements in terms of a linguistic system. Here, measurements are distributed among
phonological units, e.g. /a:/. If we want to get at the phonetic correlates of a linguistic
system, which is what we are doing when looking at the vowel system of a language,
then the categorization must be carried out in linguistic terms. We consider the type of
approach advocated by Iivonen merely sidesteps the issue:
The sound symbols used represent normative recurrent German vowel
types without any claim to strong phonological status. (Iivonen 1986: 125)
We can illustrate the problems of a purely phonetic categorization as opposed to
a phonological categorization by examining possible pronunciations of the German
words solche and Seuche. In the first syllable of both these words we can find diphthongs of similar quality. However, these diphthongs have different phonological origins. In Seuche the diphthong is a correlate of the phonological diphthong /OY/, in
solche it is a correlate of the vowel-consonant cluster /Ol/. We can see that a purely
phonetic categorization is obliged to lump together the vocalic portions from both syllables. It is unlikely that such a purely phonetic approach could have anything very
interesting to say about the phonetic correlates of the phonology of German.
It is important to make this clear distinction between the two different types of categorization and in particular we must recognize the implications of adopting a linguistic
categorization of our instrumental measurements. What we measure and the categories
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Figure 1: Different phonological approaches to the final syllables in bitte, bitter, bitten
and Beutel.
we assign our measurements to, will all depend on the set of linguistic abstractions we
are working with together with our idea of the way these linguistic abstractions are
related to the phonic substance.
We can exemplify this by considering the phonetics and possible phonological
treatments of weak syllables in German. The final syllables in bitte [bIt@], bitter [bIt5],
bitten [bItn], and Beutel [bOYtl] are examples of such weak syllables. In an investiga"
tion of the" German vowel system
our phonological analysis will determine what we
analyse and how we categorize the measurements we make. One analysis (see Figure 1a) might treat the phonetics as correlates of four different phonological units: /@/
/5/ /n/ and /l/. If we adopt this phonological analysis then only the final syllables of
bitte and bitter would be analysed and the measurement in each case would be assigned
to a different phonological category, /@/ in one case, /5/ in the other. In another analysis
(see Figure 1b) all of the weak syllables might contain the phonological unit @. The
different phonetic shapes of the syllable would be treated in terms of differences in the
temporal organization of the phonetic correlates of the phonological units involved. In
this case the phonological unit we have also symbolized @ would have a different set
of phonetic correlates from /@/ in Figure 1a.
We have illustrated the analytical differences using weak syllables in German, but
such differences pervade the whole of any vowel system. If we decide to treat the weak
syllable /@r/ as phonologically and phonetically unitary then it is hard to justify not
doing so for all other cases of vowel+r which we can find in words such as wird, kurz,
fort, hart, etc. However, this unitary treatment of vowel+r is in itself problematic since
it raises the question as to why one should not treat all vowel-consonant combinations
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in the same unitary fashion. It is relatively easy to see why this is not done, it is less
easy to find any justification. The reasoning presumably goes something like this. The
vocalic portion in the final syllable of unser [Unz5] may be phonologically complex,
but it is phonetically a monophthong. Any categorization of measurements can more
conveniently be assigned to a phonological simplex. In words such as Bach [bAX] and
 related
Stadt [Stat], the phonological complexes /ax/ of Bach and /at/ of Stadt can be
simply to the relevant vocalic portions and consonantal strictures of an impressionistic
or acoustic record. Phonetic correlates of /a/ and /x/ or /a/ and /t/ do cooccur. The
degree to which this happens may be less than it is for the correlates of /@/ and /r/ in
the final syllable of unser, but we do not consider the difference to be one of type, only
degree.

3 Data
3.1 Corpus: recording and contents
The data which we have analysed in this study were collected as part of the PhonDat90 data base recordings (Thon and Dommelen 1992). All recordings were made
in a sound-treated room using a Neumann U87 microphone, a Hardy M-1 microphone
preamplifier and a Sony PCM-2500 DAT recorder. They were then transferred to a
computer and digitized at 16 kHz with 16 bit amplitude resolution.
We have chosen a subset of the material collected and labelled at the IPDS Kiel
(IPDS 1994) in which two sets of 100 short sentences were read. Each set of sentences
was read by 12 speakers. Two speakers read both sets, giving a total of 22 different
speakers. The speakers are evenly divided with respect to age and sex.
The two sets of sentences were taken from Sotschek (1976a, 1976b). Both sets
contain an average of five words per sentence and provide a representative coverage
of the German phonemic system as well as many of the possible biphonematic combinations. There are considerable differences in the stylistic and grammatical make-up
of the two sets of sentences which we will discuss in more detail below. Orthographic
and phonemic representations of the two sets, which we will henceforth refer to as
Marburg and Berlin sentences, can be found in the Appendix.
We will continue to use the speaker index employed on the CD-ROM, which begins
with the letter k followed by a number between 01 and 80. Uneven numbers indicate
male speakers, even numbers females. Numbers 01-30 represent speakers under the
age of 30, 61-80 represent speakers over the age of 30. Finally, two letters identify
the sentence set: mr for Marburg, be for Berlin. The speaker-corpus k03be therefore
identifies the set of Berlin sentences read by a male speaker under 30 years of age.
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3.2 Segmentation and labelling of the corpus
Before launching into the analysis of a data base one must be aware of the way in
which the speech signals have been segmented and labelled. The way a data base
has been constructed imposes limits on what one can analyse and has consequences
for the results of any analysis. The data base we are using is phonetically linear and
phonologically monosystemic. The acoustic signals are segmented temporally and
aligned with mostly phonemic labels. When we talk of vowel then we are talking
of a vowel in a monosystemic phonemic sense. As we have said above (section 2.2)
decisions about where to place segment boundaries have consequences for the actual
numbers which enter the statistical analysis.
In the rest of this section we give a brief outline of the way in which the corpus we
are using has been annotated. For more detailed information on the labelling system
and its use the reader is referred to Kohler (1994) and Kohler et al. (1995).
The segmental labelling of the Kiel Corpus involves the manual alignment of elements of a canonical phonological transcription of an utterance with the phonetic
correlates of the phonological elements, together with a restricted set of modifications
(Kohler et al. 1995). Segmentation and labelling is linear and exhaustive. Labels are
aligned with the speech signal in sequence. A label is placed at the beginning of the
portion of signal containing the chief phonetic correlates of the phonological unit represented by the label. At the same time the placement of one label temporally delimits
the previous label.
The canonical transcription system is based on a phonemic system of German.
The system caters for what might be termed a maximal Standard German (Kohler
et al. 1995). It comprises 22 consonantal and 24 vowel units. The 24 vowels include 4
systemically marginal nasal vowels used primarily in the transcription of French loans,
e.g. Parfum, Restaurant, Teint, Saison.
The use of the labelling system we have described helps to guarantee a relatively
consistent and systematic annotation of large corpora even though a number of different segmenters are involved. As we can see, the strong phonological motivation behind
the label inventory together with the phonetic alignment with the signal and restricted
modifications make the labelling level employed most akin to Barry and Fourcin’s
(1992: 10) “broad phonetic”.
The chief phonetic correlates of a vowel, i.e. that portion of a signal to be annotated
with a vowel label are, in unproblematic cases, a voiced stricture of open approximation flanked by periods of consonantal stricture. The first diphthong of dreißigsten (at
A) and the vowel of paßt (at C) in Figure 2 illustrate such cases. Included in the vowel
are also any transitions away from or into adjacent consonantal strictures. Plosive burst
and aspiration phases are segmented and labelled separately as well as periods of perseverative voicing into stop closures, which are assigned to the relevant consonantal
label.
The vowel label is also retained in certain cases where the correlates of the vowel
are no longer vocalic. So, for instance, short, non-open vowels in unaccented sylla-
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Figure 2: Sonagram of dreißigsten paßt es showing vocalic and consonantal correlates
of phonological vowels.
bles, when flanked by fricatives (e.g. [s],[z],[ç]), are often realized as short periods of
voiced or voiceless friction themselves, an example of which can be seen in the second
syllable of dreißigsten (at B) in Figure 2. Again, we can see that the decision to treat
phonetically non-vocalic utterance portions as correlates of phonological vowels will
have implications for the shape of final analysis.

3.3 Vowels surveyed
Of the 24 vowels mentioned in the previous section we will only be dealing with 19. As
none of the four nasal vowels occurs in the corpus under investigation they will receive
no further attention. Furthermore, the half-open vowel /E:/ is also omitted, for although
it was catered for in the canonical transcription of words such as Käse, most speakers
produced such items with the closer vowel /e:/ which was labelled as such. /E:/ is also
attributed dubious status in Standard German, often being treated as a product of the
orthography (Kohler 1995: 172). Indeed, Ramers (1988) even required his subjects
to read sentences alongside the words in isolation as a control for the realization of
/E:/. The nineteen vowel units which we shall be examining are listed with examples
in Table 1.
Many varieties of German including the standard also have a range of vocalic portions which are usually treated as a phonological complex of vowel+r, e.g. wird, Fahrt,
gern, Leser (e.g. Vennemann 1982; Kohler 1995). Phonetically, these vocalic portions
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Table 1: Vowels investigated with examples.
Vowel
i:
y:
e:
ø:
a:
o:
u:

Example
ri:t
h"y:t@
be:t
h"ø:l@
ka:n
bo:k
mu:s

riet
Hüte
Beet
Höhle
Kahn
bog
Mus

aI
aU

OY

tsvaI
baUx
nOYn

zwei
Bauch
neun

@
5

l"e:z@n
l"e:z5

lesen
Leser

Vowel Example
I
rIt
Y
h"Yt@
E
b Et
œ
h"œl@
a
kam
O
bOk
U
SlUs

ritt
Hütte
Bett
Hölle
Kamm
Bock
Schluß

can be monophthongal or diphthongal. One way of representing these vowels, which
we also adopt in the transcriptions in the Appendix, is to treat them as a type of diphthong with /5/ as the second element, e.g. wird /vI5t/, Fahrt /fa:5t/. We also follow the
usual practice of representing the weak r-syllable, /@r/, as /5/, e.g. Leser /le:z5/. This
reflects the exclusively monophthongal character of the vocalic portion found in such
syllables and is a symbolization that ensures a certain phonological uniformity as well
as providing a general idea of the phonetic realization.
Following our discussion in section 2.3 we will be treating such r-vowels, except
for /5/, as correlates of the relevant phonological monophthong in a consonantal environment. This is of course a controversial decision to take since the phonetic correlates
of postvocalic-r often characterize the same stretch as the correlates of the vowel itself.
However, as we have said we do not consider this to be any different from the phonetic
correlates of any other postvocalic consonant occurring together with the phonetic correlates of a vowel.
When dealing with categorization of vocalic portions which have been labelled as
vowel replacements we have proceeded as follows. If the replaced vowel was anything
other than one of the ‘real’ diphthongs (/aI/, /aU/, /OY/) the vocalic portion was treated
as a correlate of the replacing vowel. If a diphthong was replaced by anything other
than /@/ then the vocalic portion was treated as a correlate of the diphthong.
The frequency of occurrence of certain vowels varies quite considerably from
speaker to speaker. This is particularly the case for vowels in weak syllables which
vary in their realization, e.g. the final syllable in a word such as spielen can vary in the
production of the same speaker between [l@n] and [ln], changing the number of /@/ oc" of each vowel as a proportion
currences. Figure 3 shows the frequency of occurrence
of all vowels.
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Figure 3: Relative frequency of occurrence of vowels in Berlin and Marburg sentences.

3.4 Analysis and measurement
Each utterance was subjected to an LPC formant analysis. A filter order of 14 was used
for female voices and 16 for male voices. A record was calculated every 5 ms using
a frame size of 20 ms. Each sentence was also subjected to an F0 analysis (SchäferVincent 1982, 1983).
The frequency information in each analysis file was then sorted. Each resonance
in a 5 ms record is assigned a number to the formant it is most likely to represent. The
reference values for each formant are those of a 17.5 cm long open-ended tube of constant cross-sectional area (with resonant frequencies at 500, 1500, 2500, 3500 Hz for
male and 10% higher for female voices). If two or more resonances have been assigned
the same number, bandwidth information is used to decide which of the values to use.
More details concerning analysis and sorting technique can be found in Scheffers and
Simpson (1995).
The label file of each utterance is then used to assign a label to each 5 ms record of
an analysis file.
Once each analysis record has been sorted and assigned a label, measurements of
formants and bandwidths can be extracted automatically. Five methods for automatically extracting the formant values of vowels are given in Son and Pols (1990):
(a) formant: turning point, a minimum or maximum F1/F2 depending on vowel
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(b) average: average formant values over all complete periods assigned to vowel
(c) energy: values extracted at the strongest part of vowel
(d) stationary: place of least variance
(e) centre: middle of vowel
However, van Son and Pols conclude that there is no great difference in any of
these methods. We have chosen to use the last of these methods. A single set of values is taken at the mid point of a monophthong. Establishing points to extract values
which provide a suitable characterization of diphthongs is more problematic than for
monophthongs. Our characterization will be in terms of measurement taken 20 ms
from the onset of the vocalic portion and one measurement taken 20 ms from the offset. These two points give some indication of a diphthong’s origin and its destination.
Regardless of obvious deficiencies there are in characterizing diphthongs in terms of
any set of temporally fixed points, we consider the method of measurement to be adequate for making certain comparisons across individuals and groups of speakers.
The automatic method of formant value extraction is no more problematic than a
manual method. Errors and inconsistencies will occur in either, although they will
undoubtedly differ in kind. The sorts of errors which will occur in an automatic extraction will involve the assignment of a value to the wrong formant during sorting.
Likewise, automatic extraction may fall upon a record in the middle of vowel which
for whatever reason is unrepresentative of its surroundings. Both of these areas of error are less likely to occur in manual measurement. On the other hand, an automatic
extraction will not be ‘wooed’ by a portion of spectrogram at which formant values
may be easier to measure, although they do not occur at the prescribed point in time.

4 Results
As we are dealing with a data base which has been labelled in a monosystemic fashion,
we will be talking about our results in essentially monosystemic terms. We shall continue to enclose phonological vowel categories in slashes to reflect this monosystemic
approach. Statements such as “/o:/ is further back than /u:/” are to be treated as an
abbreviated way of saying “the phonetic correlates of /o:/ are further back than those
of /u:/”.

4.1 Absolute values
We begin by summarizing the absolute values. Table 2 presents the median values and
lower/upper quartiles for the first three formants for each vowel for female speakers
(2a) and male speakers (2b).
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Table 2: Medians and upper (uq) and lower (lq) quartiles of first three formants for
(a) 12 female speaker-corpora and (b) 12 male speaker-corpora. Diphthong
values are medians of measurements taken 20 ms from vowel onset (Vbeg )
and 20 ms before vowel offset (Vend ).
(a) Vowel
i:

I

y:

Y
e:
E
ø:
œ
a:
a
o:

O

u:

U
5
@
aIbeg
aIend
aUbeg
aUend
OYbeg
OYend
(b) Vowel
i:

I

y:
Y
e:
E
ø:
œ
a:
a
o:

O

u:

U
5
@
aIbeg
aIend
aUbeg
aUend
OYbeg
OYend

F1
329
391
342
406
431
592
434
509
779
751
438
573
350
450
590
420
721
499
707
456
550
430
F1
290
343
310
374
372
498
375
437
639
608
380
506
309
382
503
370
594
459
566
438
477
398

lq

uq

292
350
312
369
382
517
391
452
665
651
395
509
319
387
494
369

385
442
401
466
495
687
482
584
880
838
487
660
405
504
685
482

645
426
624
397
501
387

804
607
786
557
613
500

lq

uq

266
303
278
333
328
443
333
407
570
529
352
455
283
332
440
321

337
380
349
401
436
552
414
501
700
674
429
550
343
439
561
424

535
407
517
379
443
367

653
505
614
485
535
440

F2
2316
2136
1667
1612
2241
1944
1646
1767
1347
1460
953
1174
1048
1184
1608
1746
1527
2006
1198
1068
1210
1781
F2
1986
1803
1505
1431
1879
1639
1458
1504
1225
1309
907
1060
961
1058
1372
1521
1332
1636
1059
967
1046
1440

lq

uq

2125
1905
1485
1475
1949
1774
1551
1620
1236
1346
789
1055
885
1074
1430
1554

2496
2348
1833
1735
2472
2100
1739
1870
1439
1583
1102
1279
1220
1302
1754
1948

1350
1864
1122
960
1078
1611

1663
2194
1313
1204
1305
1988

lq

uq

1813
1640
1362
1345
1700
1517
1383
1376
1166
1224
774
992
835
966
1253
1391

2106
1956
1624
1529
2006
1755
1505
1598
1292
1386
1009
1127
1145
1165
1463
1660

1224
1529
1005
900
982
1297

1424
1773
1170
1058
1115
1638

F3
2796
2867
2585
2631
2871
2867
2573
2640
2785
2841
2835
2825
2760
2749
2829
2811
2849
2873
2876
2929
2815
2681
F3
2493
2483
2205
2284
2486
2451
2220
2179
2477
2466
2415
2415
2366
2363
2430
2368
2427
2461
2479
2487
2389
2311

lq

uq

2644
2660
2437
2518
2691
2679
2440
2488
2644
2679
2673
2668
2624
2570
2679
2649

3000
3026
2691
2779
3055
2997
2708
2757
2941
2983
2990
2965
2877
2960
2968
2968

2651
2676
2669
2713
2612
2540

2982
3017
3039
3055
2927
2835

lq

uq

2328
2309
2117
2131
2324
2299
2104
2121
2316
2317
2269
2295
2247
2225
2288
2219

2668
2632
2321
2445
2614
2599
2319
2327
2613
2618
2570
2546
2520
2522
2570
2547

2284
2318
2333
2340
2250
2168

2569
2617
2619
2632
2556
2425

n
719
1014
125
105
579
607
108
48
452
810
269
279
299
434
610
1338
651
655
267
267
126
126
n
710
1009
126
102
580
613
107
49
452
831
265
283
291
435
610
1286
639
636
266
266
125
125
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Figure 4: Formant plot of female (solid) and male (outline) median values.
Monophthongs
The results presented in Table 2 together with plots of F1 and F2 in Figure 4 are
in general agreement with the findings of previous studies (Jørgensen 1969; Rausch
1972; Iivonen 1986; Ramers 1988). The short vowel set /I/, /Y/, /E/, /œ/, /a/, /O/ and /U/
are all more central than their long congeners. The F1 values of the high short vowels
/I/, /Y/ and /U/ are at approximately the same height as the F1 values of long mid vowels
/e:/, /ø:/ and /o:/ and the slope of F1 values from /I/ through /Y/ to /U/ parallels that of
the F1 slope from /i:/ through /y:/ to /u:/. Only the open vowel pair /a/ and /a:/ are very
similar in quality, /a/ being slightly further forward and closer for both male and female
speakers. This too matches up with previous findings (Sendlmeier 1982; Ramers 1988;
Kohler 1995) which have shown that the chief difference in the phonetic correlates of
/a/ and /a:/ is one of duration and not quality, as is the case in other short-long pairs,
which was convincingly shown in Sendlmeier 1982’s perceptual experiments.
The high F1 of non-open short vowels has led to at least two, in our opinion,
erroneous phonological treatments (Lass 1984; Ramers 1988) of the German short
quantity vowels in which the similar phonetic height of /I/ and /e:/ or /U/ and /o:/ is
translated directly into the relational categories of the same phonological height.
The male and female values for /@/ support recent findings reported in Barry (1995)
on a smaller corpus, which indicate on average a half-close vowel having an F1 somewhere in the region of /e:/. Measurements of /@/ from the spontaneous speech of
two male speakers also produced F1 values well below 500 Hz (Pätzold and Simp-
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son 1995). The necessity of maintaining a functional contrast with /5/ would seem to
be one possible reason for this relatively close quality. Barry states that the low F1
value he finds for /@/ stand in contrast to other German studies, which generally characterize /@/ as a more open vowel. However, it is possible to draw other conclusions
from the literature. Mid or open of mid characterizations of /@/ are generally based
on essentially impressionistic observations (Delattre 1965; Ulbrich 1972; Meinhold
1989; Kohler 1995). In only one study (Iivonen 1970) based on data from one female
speaker reading words in isolation do we find values for F1 of /@/ which are even more
open than /E:/. Sovijärvi (1965) cited in Iivonen (1970) and Meyer-Eppler (1959) both
provide values for male /@/ that are below 500 Hz. To summarize, the picture of a mid
or mid-open /@/ is essentially impressionistic, whereas acoustic measurements of /@/
are scant and can just as easily be seen to provide evidence of an acoustic vowel closer
than mid.
Another striking difference from previous German studies (Jørgensen 1969; Rausch
1972)2 is the position of /o:/ in relation to /u:/. As we would have expected /o:/ is more
open than /u:/, but it is also acoustically further back for both female and male speakers. In only three (k05be, k69mr, k70mr) of the 24 speaker-corpora does /o:/ have a
higher F2 than /u:/. Only in one study3 (Ramers 1988) have we found formant values
for one speaker which parallel our own findings. The acoustically backer quality of
/o:/ also matches up with auditory and visual impressions, which are of a vowel which
in many environments is close of half-close, has tight lip rounding and is further back
than /u:/.
There are at least three possible reasons for the discrepancy between our findings
and those of earlier German studies. The first obvious reason is that /o:/ for the speakers in our study is acoustically further back than those of speakers analysed in other
studies. The second reason for the difference could reside in the consonantal contexts
of /u:/ and /o:/ in the lexical items in both sets of sentences, favouring back realizations of /o:/ and front realizations of /u:/. Of the 23 /o:/ occurrences in the Marburg
sentences 7 occur before back dorsal fricatives (4 in Doris and 3 in hoch) whereas
in 25 cases of /u:/ only 2 occur in the similar context of a back dorsal fricative (Besuch and besucht). However, in the Berlin sentences median values for both female
and male speakers also exhibit lower F2 values for /o:/ than for /u:/, although similar
contextual bias is not apparent. Indeed the balance of consonantal contexts favouring
back realizations of /u:/ and /o:/ in the Berlin sentences is the opposite of that found in
the Marburg sentences. There are 3 cases of back dorsal fricatives following /u:/ in the
Berlin sentences and no analogous postvocalic contexts for /o:/. The third possible reason for differences may reside purely in different ways of establishing formant values.
The difficulty of separating and measuring the formants of back rounded vowels from
paper spectrograms with any degree of reliability is well-known and the studies cited
2

The figures presented in Kohler (1995) are taken from Rausch (1972).
A similar relationship can be found in one of the Viennese German speakers investigated in Iivonen
(1987)
3
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above are all based on such measurements. It does not seem unreasonable to assume
that an assumption that F2 of /o:/ should be higher than that for /u:/ may indeed have
led to a certain bias in measurement.
Diphthongs
In this section we will be dealing with the ‘real’ diphthongs /aI/, /aU/ and /OY/. As
we said above the phonetic diphthongs which are correlates of phonological monophthongs followed by /r/ have been measured and categorized alongside their appropriate
monophthong.
Plots of female and male diphthongs are shown in Figure 5. The position of the
diphthong symbolization represents the median of values taken 20 ms after the vowel
onset, the end of the line the median of values taken 20 ms prior to the vowel offset.
A selection of neighbouring monophthongal vowels has also been plotted to show a
diphthong’s location in relation to the rest of the system.
Although, as we have said (section 3.4), we are not satisfied with the characterization of diphthongs we have chosen, we can see interesting similarities and differences
in the male and female speakers. For both sets of speakers the starting point for each
of the diphthongs is in approximately the same location. For /aI/ the beginning is front
and close of /a/, for /aU/ the beginning is at approximately the same height as /aI/ but
begins further back, open of /O/. The starting point for /OY/ is at approximately the
same place as /O/. One of the most striking differences between the female and male
diphthongs is in their end position. Male /aI/ and /aU/ end more open than their female
counterparts. Female /aI/ ends midway between the location of /e:/ and /E/, whereas for
male speakers /aI/ ends close to the location of /E/. Likewise, while female /aU/ ends
at the height of /o:/ and /U/, the male again ends a good deal more open. This pattern
continues with /OY/, ending front of /Y/ for female speakers and at approximately the
same location as /Y/ for male speakers.
Intercorpus comparison
We would expect different measured vowel systems from the same speaker reading
different sets of material. We can get some idea of these differences by examining the
female and male speakers who produced both the Berlin and Marburg sentences.
Figure 6 shows formant plots for the four speaker-corpora k62be, k62mr, k61be
and k61mr. The most striking difference that we can see is the acoustic space covered by k62mr in comparison to k62be. The larger space produced for the Marburg
sentences is brought about by vowels which are on average more peripheral than their
counterparts in the Berlin corpus. This same tendency can be seen for k61, though to
a lesser extent. Of course, the measured vowel system of any speaker will differ from
one set of material to another and will depend on immediate contextual factors such
as neighbouring consonants. But in this case we suggest that the differences may be
related both to the lexical content as well as the stylistic level of the different sentence
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Formant plot of (a) female and (b) male diphthongs. Position of diphthong
symbolization marks origin, end of solid line destination. Outline vowels
show positions of neighbouring monophthongs.
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sets. In both sets of sentences the average number of words per sentence is approximately the same (Berlin: 5.24, Marburg: 5), however the lexical content and stylistic
level of the Marburg sentences is very different from the Berlin set. The Marburg
sentences have a lower proportion of function words (28%) than the Berlin sentences
(42%). The stylistic form of several Marburg sentences is also, contrary to Kohler’s
(1992) claim, far from colloquial, exhibiting a combination of uncommon syntax and
slightly archaic lexical content, e.g. Lärmt nicht, Jung’s, Vater schreibt!. Any or all of
these factors may be giving rise to both speakers adopting different reading styles, the
phonetic correlates of which are in part to be found in more or less peripheral vowel
qualities.

Acoustic space size and shape
In this section we would like to give some idea of the considerable interspeaker variation in the dimensions of the individual vowel systems. These differences manifest
themselves both in the area of the acoustic space taken up by a vowel system as well
as in its geometric shape. One simple, but effective, way of characterizing the acoustic
size of a vowel system is to calculate the area of the polygon formed by lines drawn
between the peripheral vowels /i:/, /e:/, a:/, /o:/ and /u:/ plotted on a Bark-scaled F1/F2
plane. We can take this as an indication, among other things, of the degree of dispersion of vowels within a particular system. Figure 7 plots male and female speakers as
a function of their acoustic space size. As we can see, although there is certain overlap
between the largest male and smallest female systems, the female speakers have on average larger spaces than male speakers. This finding is in agreement with other studies
(Fant 1975; Diehl et al. 1996) which report a non-uniform relationship between the
vowel categories of male and female subjects across languages, female speakers exhibiting greater acoustic distances between vowel categories than male speakers.
Besides the intergender differences we can also see in Figure 7 that there is also
considerable intragender variation. These extremes are illustrated well if we compare
the male and female extremes. Figure 8 shows the peripheral plots of the smallest
(circle) and largest (square) female (solid) and male (dashed) systems.
The differences between the female and male extremes illustrate the ways in which
vowel systems can differ. So, while the male extremes differ mainly in one dimension,
i.e. F1, the difference between the largest and smallest female systems is distributed
evenly along both the F1 and F2 dimensions, one system enclosing the other.
The largest female system, k68mr, can be treated in part at least, as a product of
hypercorrect articulation which was noted by segmenters at the time this particular
speaker-corpus was annotated. However, auditory inspection of both k63be and k01be
does not give the impression that the speakers differ with respect to the way they are
carrying out the reading activity.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Formant plots comparing individual speaker-corpora: (a) k61mr (solid)
k61be (outline) and (b) k62mr (solid) k62be (outline).
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Figure 7: Vowel space areas for individual speaker-corpora in ascending order of size.
Male spaces are on the left, female on the right.
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Figure 8: Schematic female (solid line) and male (dashed line) vowel space extremes.
Smallest spaces are marked with circles, largest with squares.
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4.2 Normalized values
In this section we present our own attempt at comparing the vowel systems of speakers
in relative terms. Of course, we have been making relative statements when talking about the absolute values. However, statements about systemic relationships are
hindered by speaker-specific aspects. Numerous normalization algorithms have been
proposed which, among other things, attempt to filter out these speaker-specific aspects. A summary of some of these algorithms and an assessment of their degree of
success is presented in Disner (1980). Normalization algorithms are of generally two
types which we can call external and internal. External normalizations (Fant 1967;
Fant 1975; Bladon et al. 1983; Henton 1995) involve the attempt to find one or more
constants which map one absolute system onto another, whereas internal normalizations such as Nearey (1978) carry out a system-dependent, immanent normalization.
We consider system-dependent normalization to be the most appropriate both from a
descriptive as well as a perceptual point of view.
The normalization we propose relativizes a vowel system by creating a reference
grid bounded by the maximum and minimum F1 and F2 medians for each system. In
most cases this means that /i:/ provides the minimum F1 and maximum F2 values, /o:/
the minimum F2 and /a:/ the maximum F1 value. The coordinates of the individual
vowels are then determined by calculating their position relative to the anchor points
defined by these formant maxima and minima:
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The relative values have been calculated using Bark-transformed median formant
frequencies of each vowel (Zwicker and Fastl 1990).
We can compare our relativization with the normalization proposed in Nearey
(1978) which calculates the average of the log-transformed frequency of the first and
second formant. The log-transformed formant frequencies of each vowel are then corrected with this system average.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of our relativization (9a) with Nearey’s normalization
( 9b).
As we can see both our own and Nearey’s normalizations show astonishing similarity in the relative systems of the averaged female (solid) and male (outline) speakers.
This means that not only are the topological relationships among the various vowels
the same, which is apparent when looking at absolute vowel plots, but also the magnitude of the intrasystemic distances for the female and male groups are also almost
identical. We would argue that the similarity of the female and male relative systems
has only come about as a result of the large sample we are working with. Indeed, the
similarity across the male and female groups is not even paralleled when we calculate
separate relative systems for the female and male speakers who produced both sets
of sentences. The relative plots of k62mr and k62be shown in Figure 10 illustrate this
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(a)

(b)
Figure 9: Normalized formant plots of female (solid) and male (outline) vowel systems: (a) relative plot of median Bark values; (b) Nearey normalization using
log-transformed Hertz means.
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Figure 10: Relative formant plots of the individual speaker-corpora k62mr (solid) and
k62be (outline).
well. There are differences in the relative positions of vowels such as /e:/ and /U/ which
are far greater than anything found in a comparison of the female and male systems.
What we have also done is to calculate separate relative systems for each individual
speaker-corpus and an average over these relative systems. This stands in contrast to
the calculation above which computed relative female and male systems on the basis
of averages for each vowel for each group of speakers. Figure 11 shows the relative
female (a) and male (b) systems computed from averaging over relative systems of individual speaker-corpora (outline) compared with the relative systems computed from
averages of each vowel for each group (solid). Despite the different methods used to
arrive at the different relative male and female systems, we can see scarcely any differences. This would seem to be further support for our claim that the intersystemic
similarity has been arrived at in part as a result of the large sample we are working with,
but it would also seem to indicate that the male and female samples are representative
of the same population.
In comparison with the two internal normalizations we have shown it is worth
considering the application of external normalizations, such as Fant (1975) and Henton
(1995) to our data. As we would expect from Fant’s own findings the mapping from the
male to the female system is non-uniform, involving the calculation of a different factor
for each formant for each vowel. This procedure might seem to be inevitable if the only
similarity between two systems is of topological equivalence. Bladon et al. (1983) and
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(a)

(b)
Figure 11: Relative formant plots for (a) female and (b) male calculated by averaging
over individual relative systems (outline) and averaging over each vowel
for each group (solid).
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Henton (1995) propose a mapping of male onto female values by adding one Bark
to the male values, which is then used to provide evidence for phonetic differences
between male and female speakers if the data fails to exhibit such a mapping. A
cursory glance at Figure 4 shows that a one Bark mapping inadequately characterizes
the relationship between the absolute values. The female vowels are more greatly
dispersed in real terms than their male congeners. It is not clear whether this nonlinear relationship is due to sociolinguistic factors (Henton 1995) or differences in
F0 (Diehl et al. 1996) or whether anatomical differences are indeed involved which
present vocal tract models fail to take into account.

5 Discussion
The results of our survey reflect to a great extent the findings of earlier studies of
German. However, the approach adopted to arrive at these results is very different.
The data base is large (2400 sentences read by 22 speakers) in comparison with earlier studies and comprises exclusively read sentences. In contrast to Rausch (1972)
and Jørgensen (1969) the majority of the speakers (except k61 and k62 who are both
phoneticians) are phonetically naı̈ve. The measurement of vowels was arrived at in
a semi-automatic fashion, the manual work involving the initial labelling of the data
base.
The most interesting finding to come out of this study is that the female and male
groups represented by the respective speakers in the corpus exhibit no significant differences in terms of their relative vowel systems. What conclusions can we draw from
this finding?
Perceptual experiments using synthetic stimuli, such as Ladefoged and Broadbent
(1957), have shown that the same stimulus is perceived as different vowel categories
depending on previously heard stimuli. These findings show that absolute values alone
cannot be responsible for vowel perception. The relativization of the measurements we
have made on real data, show that despite considerable absolute differences in formant
values between male and female speakers, the relationships among vowels remain the
same. We can only interpret the similarity in the relative systems as evidence that
intrasystemic relationships play a significant rôle in vowel perception. In our opinion
it is not only the topological relationships (‘more open than’, ‘further back than’), but
also the location of the terms in the relative system that are drawn upon in perception.
We do not consider the locations themselves to be necessary for the perception of a
vowel category, but the location might well be used to arrive at a particular vowel
quality within a given vowel category, e.g. a more or less peripheral variant of /e:/,
which in turn might be an indicator of a different articulatory style.
We consider we have only arrived at this result on the basis of the large data base
we have used. This in turn casts doubt on the validity of acoustic statements made
about a variety of a language on the basis of smaller samples. As we saw in Figure 10
the relative systems of the same speaker (k62) producing different sets of sentences
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exhibited greater differences across the same category than the male group did from
the female group. This is important when we consider the types of comparison we find
in analyses such as Bladon et al. (1983) in which data collected from one female are
compared with data averaged over five male speakers.
We suggest that the relationships we have observed represent the gender-independent
systemic locations, which of course include the topological relations, for the vowels
of Standard German4 . This is a strong claim to make, but we are at pains to find alternative interpretations of our results. At the outset of such an analysis we are only in a
position to make a priori judgements of the speakers’ accents as being Standard German or not. However, the striking similarity of the female and male relative systems
provides us with post hoc support for claiming that the speakers are representative of
a particular variety of German, which we are calling Standard German for the want of
a better descriptive label.
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A Berlin sentences
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Heute ist schönes Frühlingswetter.
Die Sonne lacht.
Am blauen Himmel ziehen die Wolken.
Über die Felder weht ein Wind.
Gestern stürmte es noch.
Montag war es uns zu regnerisch.
Riecht ihr nicht die frische Luft?
Die Nacht haben Maiers gut geschlafen.
Jetzt sitzen sie beim Frühstück.
Es ist acht Uhr morgens.
Vater hat den Tisch gedeckt.
Mutter konnte länger schlafen.
Der Kaffee dampft in den Tassen.
Messer und Gabel liegen neben dem Teller.
In der Mitte steht der Brötchenkorb.
Wer möchte keinen Kuchen?
Hans ißt so gerne Wurst.
Gib mir bitte die Butter!
Wer möchte noch Milch?
Bald ist der Hunger gestillt.
Günther muß noch einkaufen gehen.
Achte auf die Autos!
Überquere die Straße vorsichtig!
Sonst wirst du leicht überfahren.
Radfahrer sausen vorbei.
Im Geschäft stehen viele Leute.
Gleich hier sind die Nahrungsmittel.
Muß der Zucker nicht dort drüben stehen?
Jetzt suche ich das Weißbrot.
Ob ich Süßigkeiten kaufen darf?
Hier gibt es Konserven.
Öl fehlte wohl auch.
Zum Schluß an die Kasse.
Nun schnell nach Hause.
Vater will sich eine Pfeife anzünden.
Seine Frau macht ein trauriges Gesicht.
Du solltest weniger rauchen.
Die Ärzte sind damit gar nicht einverstanden.
Gib mir bitte mal die Zeitung!
Aber Schönes steht wohl nicht drin.
Wer muß noch Schularbeiten machen?
Ich müßte lesen und rechnen.
Sieglinde zeichnet eine Figur.
Was macht denn dein verstauchter Fuß?
Ich spüre ihn nicht mehr.
Wir wollen heute spazieren gehen.
Da möchte ich gerne mit.
Zuvor müssen wir uns stärken.
Die Kartoffeln gehören zum Mittagessen.

h"OYt@ PIst S"ø:n@s fr"y:lINsvEt5 .
di: z"On@ l"axt .
Pam bl"aU@n h"Im@l ts"i:@n di: v"Olk@n .
Py:b5 di: f"Eld5 v"e:t PaIn v"Int .
g"Est5n St"Y5mt@ PEs nOx .
m"o:nta:k va:5 PEs PUns tsu: r"e:gn5rIS .
r"i:çt Pi:5 nIçt di: fr"IS@ l"Uft ?
di: n"axt ha:b@n m"aI5s g"u:t g@Sl"a:f@n .
j"Etst z"Its@n zi: baIm fr"y:StYk .
PEs PIst P"axt P"u:5 m"O5g@ns .
f"a:t5 hat de:n t"IS g@d"Ekt .
m"Ut5 kOnt@ l"EN5 Sl"a:f@n .
de:5 k"afe: d"ampft PIn de:n t"as@n .
m"Es5 PUnt g"a:b@l l"i:g@n ne:b@n de:m t"El5 .
PIn de:5 m"It@ St"e:t de:5 br"ø:tç@nkO5p .
ve:5 m÷çt@ k"aIn@n k"u:x@n ?
h"ans P"Ist zo: g"E5n@ v"U5st .
g"i:p mi:5 b"It@ di: b"Ut5 !
ve:5 m÷çt@ nOx m"Ilç ?
b"alt PIst de:5 h"UN5 g@St"Ilt .
g"Ynt5 mUs nOx P"aInkaUf@n g"e:@n .
P"axt@ PaUf di: P"aUto:s !
Py:b5kv"e:r@ di: Str"a:s@ f"o:5zIçtIç !
z"Onst vI5st du: l"aIçt Py:b5f"a:r@n .
r"a:tfa:r5 z"aUz@n fo:5b"aI .
PIm g@S"Eft St"e:@n f"i:l@ l"OYt@ .
gl"aIç h"i:5 zInt di: n"a:rUNsmIt@l .
mUs de:5 ts"Uk5 nIçt d"O5t dr"y:b@n St"e:@n ?
j"Etst z"u:x@ PIç das v"aIsbro:t .
POp PIç z"y:sIçkaIt@n k"aUf@n da5f ?
h"i:5 g"i:pt PEs kOnz"E5v@n .
P"ø:l f"e:lt@ vo:l PaUx .
tsUm Sl"Us Pan di: k"as@ .
nu:n Sn"El na:x h"aUz@ .
f"a:t5 vIl zIç PaIn@ pf"aIf@ P"antsYnd@n .
zaIn@ fr"aU m"axt PaIn tr"aUrIg@s g@z"Içt .
du: zOlt@st v"e:nIg5 r"aUx@n .
di: P"E5tst@ zInt dam"It g"a:5 nIçt P"aInf5Stand@n .
g"i:p mi:5 b"It@ m"a:l di: ts"aItUN !
Pa:b5 S"ø:n@s St"e:t vo:l nIçt dr"In .
ve:5 mUs nOx S"u:lPa5baIt@n m"ax@n ?
PIç mYst@ l"e:z@n PUnt r"Eçn@n .
zi:gl"Ind@ ts"aIçn@t PaIn@ fIg"u:5 .
vas m"axt dEn daIn f5St"aUxt5 f"u:s ?
PIç Sp"y:r@ Pi:n nIçt m"e:5 .
vi:5 vOl@n h"OYt@ Spats"i:r@n g"e:@n .
da: m÷çt@ PIç g"E5n@ m"It .
tsUf"o:5 mYs@n vi:5 PUns St"E5k@n .
di: ka5t"Of@ln g@h"ø:r@n tsUm m"Ita:kPEs@n .
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Zum Schnitzel gibt es Erbsen.
Dazu essen wir den Salat.
Wer trinkt einen Kaffee?
Danach tut eine Wanderung gut.
Können wir nicht Tante Erna besuchen?
Zieht vielleicht die festen Schuhe an!
Zurück geht’s mit der Bahn.
Durch Wald und Feld führt unser Weg.
Wir hören den plätschernden Bach.
Hasen verschwinden im Dickicht.
Voller Glück sind wir am Ziel.
Die Tante bewohnt ein nettes Häuschen.
Dahinter liegt der Rosengarten.
Manche Obstbäume blühen prächtig.
Am Zaun steht eine Regentonne.
Der gelbe Küchenofen sorgt für Wärme.
Im Topf kocht das Wasser.
Ein Sofa steht an der Wand.
Aus dem Radio klingt Musik.
Frische Gardinen hängen am Fenster.
Auf dem Brett leuchten bunte Tulpen.
Rückt die Stühle an den Tisch!
Wie wär’s mit ’nem kleinen Skat?
Die drei Männer sind begeistert.
Vater mischt gleich die Karten.
Er gewinnt sechs Spiele nacheinander.
Ist es nicht Zeit zum Aufbruch?
Der Bahnhof liegt sieben Minuten entfernt.
Löst doch die Fahrkarten am Schalter!
Wir gehen auf den Bahnsteig.
Da läuft der Zug ein.
Die Bremsen quietschen gräßlich.
Die Station wird angesagt.
Die Eiligen steigen schnell aus.
Nun sind wir gleich im Wagen.
Wir haben ein Abteil extra für uns.
Der junge Zugbegleiter pfeift zur Abfahrt.
Leise rollen wir aus dem Bahnhof.
Draußen fliegt die Landschaft vorbei.
Die Rinder sind noch auf der Weide.
Ein Bauer arbeitet auf seinem Acker.
Der Pflug zieht tiefe Furchen.
Daneben grünt schon Wintersaat.
Hier richten Zimmerleute ein Dach.
Es gehört zu einer Feldscheune.
Schon bald sind wir zu Hause.
Die Fahrt war ja mächtig kurz.
”Zug endet hier!” verkündet die Ansage.
Alle eilen gleich links ins Freie.
In der Dämmerung kommen wir heim.
Das war jetzt aber ein schöner Tag.

tsUm Sn"Its@l g"i:pt PEs P"E5ps@n .
dats"u: P"Es@n vi:5 de:n zal"a:t .
ve:5 tr"INkt PaIn@n k"afe: ?
dan"a:x t"u:t PaIn@ v"and5rUN g"u:t .
k÷n@n vi:5 nIçt t"ant@ P"E5na: b@z"u:x@n ?
ts"i:t fIl"aIçt di: f"Est@n S"u:@ P"an !
tsUr"Yk g"e:ts mIt de:5 b"a:n .
dU5ç v"alt PUnt f"Elt f"y:5t PUnz5 v"e:k .
vi:5 h"ø:r@n de:n pl"EtS5nd@n b"ax .
h"a:z@n f5Sv"Ind@n PIm d"IkIçt .
f"Ol5 gl"Yk zInt vi:5 Pam ts"i:l .
di: t"ant@ b@v"o:nt PaIn n"Et@s h"OYsç@n .
dah"Int5 l"i:kt de:5 r"o:z@nga5t@n .
m"anç@ P"o:pstbOYm@ bl"y:@n pr"EçtIç .
Pam ts"aUn St"e:t PaIn@ r"e:g@ntOn@ .
de:5 g"Elb@ k"Yç@nPo:f@n z"O5kt fy:5 v"E5m@ .
PIm t"Opf k"Oxt das v"as5 .
PaIn z"o:fa: St"e:t Pan de:5 v"ant .
PaUs de:m r"a:djo: kl"INt mu:z"i:k .
fr"IS@ ga5d"i:n@n h"EN@n Pam f"Enst5 .
PaUf de:m br"Et l"OYçt@n b"Unt@ t"Ulp@n .
r"Ykt di: St"y:l@ Pan de:n t"IS !
vi: vE:5s mIt n@m kl"aIn@n sk"a:t ?
di: dr"aI m"En5 zInt b@g"aIst5t .
f"a:t5 m"ISt gl"aIç di: k"a5t@n .
Pe:5 g@v"Int z"Eks Sp"i:l@ naxaIn"and5 .
PIst PEs nIçt ts"aIt tsUm P"aUfbrUx ?
de:5 b"a:nho:f l"i:kt z"i:b@n mIn"u:t@n PEntf"E5nt .
l"ø:st dOx di: f"a:5ka5t@n Pam S"alt5 !
vi:5 g"e:@n PaUf de:n b"a:nStaIk .
da: l"OYft de:5 ts"u:k P"aIn .
di: br"Emz@n kv"i:tS@n gr"EslIç .
di: Statsj"o:n vI5t P"ang@za:kt .
di: P"aIlIg@n St"aIg@n Sn"El P"aUs .
nu:n zInt vi:5 gl"aIç PIm v"a:g@n .
vi:5 ha:b@n PaIn Papt"aIl P"Ekstra: fy:5 PUns .
de:5 j"UN@ ts"u:kb@glaIt5 pf"aIft tsU5 P"apfa:5t .
l"aIz@ r"Ol@n vi:5 PaUs de:m b"a:nho:f .
dr"aUs@n fl"i:kt di: l"antSaft fo:5b"aI .
di: r"Ind5 zInt nOx PaUf de:5 v"aId@ .
PaIn b"aU5 P"a5baIt@t PaUf zaIn@m P"ak5 .
de:5 pfl"u:k ts"i:t t"i:f@ f"U5ç@n .
dan"e:b@n gr"y:nt So:n v"Int5za:t .
h"i:5 r"Içt@n ts"Im5lOYt@ PaIn d"ax .
PEs g@h"ø:5t tsu: PaIn5 f"EltSOYn@ .
So:n b"alt zInt vi:5 tsu: h"aUz@ .
di: f"a:5t va:5 ja: m"EçtIç k"U5ts .
ts"u:k P"End@t h"i:5 ! f5k"Ynd@t di: P"anza:g@ .
P"al@ P"aIl@n gl"aIç l"INks PIns fr"aI@ .
PIn de:5 d"Em5rUN k"Om@n vi:5 h"aIm .
das va:5 j"Etst Pa:b5 PaIn S"ø:n5 t"a:k .
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Geld allein macht nicht glücklich.
Böse Menschen verdienen ihre Strafe.
Mittwoch kommt uns Besuch passend.
Ich bin nicht naß geworden.
Unsere Eltern tanzen Wiener Walzer.
Lärmt nicht, Jung’s, Vater schreibt!
Wer weiß dort genau Bescheid?
Er geht links, sie rechts.
Leider ist dies Haus teuer.
Dienstag wieder frisch gebrannte Mandeln.
Heute jeder Platz: Eins fünfzig.
Nervöse Menschen brauchen viel Ruhe.
Unser Treffpunkt: Zwei Uhr am Neumarkt.
Gegen Abend wird’s kühl.
Adolf möchte wohl Lehrer werden.
Iß dein Essen nie hastig!
Diese Kleider findet Inge herrlich.
Bist Du sehr kalt geworden?
Ursel weint, aber Heinz lacht.
Stehend macht man seine Aussage.
Diese Durchsage ist ohne Gewähr.
Hauptsache: Gesund und glücklich.
Laß bitte das Licht brennen!
Wie finden Sie meinen neuen Hut?
Nehmt doch Butter zum Brot!
Doris fährt zu weit links.
Begreifen Sie meine schwierige Lage?
Manche Menschen vertragen keine Erdbeeren.
Nichts verletzt mehr als Spott.
Dietrich erwartet Dich um drei.
Öfen brauchen Kohlen und Briketts.
Heute jeder Strauß Blumen zwei Mark.
Du begrüßt erst Deinen Gast.
Wir werden Euch nie vergessen.
Darf ich Deine Schleife binden?
Wir spielen alle Tage.
Schlaf vor Mitternacht ist gesund.
Deine Uhr steht drei Minuten.
Sie ißt kein salziges Gericht.
Sechs Mädchen wollen Schwester werden.
Guten Morgen, meine Damen und Herren!
Du darfst dich wieder setzen.
Freilich, trockenes Wetter brauchen wir.
Sie sollte Medizin nehmen.
Gut Ding will Weile haben.
Vor’m Essen Deine Hände waschen!

g"Elt Pal"aIn m"axt nIçt gl"YklIç .
b"ø:z@ m"EnS@n f5d"i:n@n Pi:r@ Str"a:f@ .
m"ItvOx k"Omt PUns b@z"u:x p"as@nt .
PIç bIn nIçt n"as g@vO5d@n .
PUnz5r@ P"Elt5n t"ants@n v"i:n5 v"alts5 .
l"E5mt nIçt , j"UNs , f"a:t5 Sr"aIpt !
ve:5 v"aIs d"O5t g@n"aU b@S"aIt ?
Pe:5 g"e:t l"INks , zi: r"Eçts .
l"aId5 PIst di:s h"aUs t"OY5 .
d"i:nsta:k vi:d5 fr"IS g@br"ant@ m"and@ln .
h"OYt@ j"e:d5 pl"ats , P"aIns f"YnftsIç .
nE5v"ø:z@ m"EnS@n br"aUx@n f"i:l r"u:@ .
PUnz5 tr"EfpUNkt , tsv"aI P"u:5 Pam n"OYma5kt .
ge:g@n P"a:b@nt vI5ts k"y:l .
P"a:dOlf m÷çt@ vo:l l"e:r5 ve:5d@n .
P"Is daIn P"Es@n n"i: h"astIç !
di:z@ kl"aId5 f"Ind@t P"IN@ h"E5lIç .
bIst du: z"e:5 k"alt g@vO5d@n ?
P"U5z@l v"aInt , Pa:b5 h"aInts l"axt .
St"e:@nt m"axt man zaIn@ P"aUsza:g@ .
di:z@ d"U5çza:g@ PIst P"o:n@ g@v"E:5 .
h"aUptzax@ , g@z"Unt PUnt gl"YklIç .
l"as b"It@ das l"Içt br"En@n !
vi: f"Ind@n zi: maIn@n n"OY@n h"u:t ?
n"e:mt dOx b"Ut5 tsUm br"o:t !
d"o:rIs f"E:5t tsu: v"aIt l"INks .
b@gr"aIf@n zi: maIn@ Sv"i:rIg@ l"a:g@ ?
m"anç@ m"EnS@n f5tr"a:g@n k"aIn@ P"e:5tbe:r@n .
n"Içts f5l"Etst m"e:5 Pals Sp"Ot .
d"i:trIç PE5v"a5t@t dIç PUm dr"aI .
P"ø:f@n br"aUx@n k"o:l@n PUnt brIk"Ets .
h"OYt@ j"e:d5 Str"aUs bl"u:m@n tsv"aI m"a5k .
du: b@gr"y:st P"e:5st daIn@n g"ast .
vi:5 ve:5d@n POYç n"i: f5g"Es@n .
da5f PIç daIn@ Sl"aIf@ b"Ind@n ?
vi:5 Sp"i:l@n P"al@ t"a:g@ .
Sl"a:f fo:5 m"It5naxt PIst g@z"Unt .
daIn@ P"u:5 St"e:t dr"aI mIn"u:t@n .
zi: P"Ist k"aIn z"altsIg@s g@r"Içt .
z"Eks m"E:tç@n vOl@n Sv"Est5 ve:5d@n .
g"u:t@n m"O5g@n , maIn@ d"a:m@n PUnt h"Er@n !
du: da5fst dIç vi:d5 z"Ets@n .
fr"aIlIç , tr"Ok@n@s v"Et5 br"aUx@n vi:5 .
zi: zOlt@ me:dIts"i:n n"e:m@n .
g"u:t d"IN vIl v"aIl@ ha:b@n .
fo:5m P"Es@n daIn@ h"End@ v"aS@n !
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Mach Dir’s bequem, alter Freund!
Abends lieber zeitig schlafen gehen.
Schnupfen stört uns natürlich sehr.
Lange nicht geseh’n, mein Lieber.
Motoren brauchen Benzin, Öl und Wasser.
Unser Doktor besucht Vater täglich.
Ich bin dreißig Jahre alt.
Er schüttelt kräftig Deine Hand.
Jungen lieben Streit, Mädchen Eintracht.
Doris will ihre Suppe essen.
Nüsse muß man gut kauen.
Deine Uhr geht vor.
Allzu lebhafte Kinder machen nervös.
Edith möchte gern Haushalt lernen.
Alle Kinder essen gern Eis.
Unsere beiden Hunde haben Durst.
Jeden Freitag gibt’s frischen Fisch.
Kein gutes Wetter, wenig Gäste.
Erste Stunde Deutsch, dann Englisch.
Nun bin ich mächtig gespannt.
Mein Arzt empfahl dringend Bäder.
Diese Wohnung liegt zu hoch.
Zentner für zwölf Mark frei Haus.
Unser Haar braucht Pflege.
Vorsicht, Zug fährt ab!
Mein Dackel pariert auf’s Wort.
Zum Ausweis gehört ein Lichtbild.
Leider darf Doris nicht bleiben.
Unsere Söhne lieben flotte Tänze.
Diese Mannschaft schoß gleich drei Tore.
In Eurer Wohnung waren Diebe.
Anschrift und Marke nicht vergessen!
Adler fliegen tausend Meter hoch.
Diese Gegend nennt man Sandwüste.
Alle Jungen spielen Fußball.
Keiner darf diesen Raum verlassen.
Verkehrsampeln leuchten grün, gelb, rot.
Was kostet ein Glas Selterswasser?
Doris will draußen Schnee fegen.
Dort muß jedes Auto bremsen.
Steigt Dein Drachen sehr hoch?
Einige Busse fahren heute später.
Sonntags trinken viele Männer Bier.
Danach kannst Du Dich wirklich richten.
Diese zarten Blumen welken rasch.
Öffnet doch gleich beide Türen!
Endlich läuft unser Wasser wieder.
Hör auf Deine Frau!
Schulkinder müssen Rechnen und Schreiben lernen.
Nicht jeder verträgt kaltes Bier.
Unserer Tante fehlt gar nichts.

m"ax di:5s b@kv"e:m , P"alt5 fr"OYnt !
P"a:b@nts l"i:b5 ts"aItIç Sl"a:f@n g"e:@n .
Sn"Upf@n St"ø:5t PUns nat"y:5lIç z"e:5 .
l"aN@ nIçt g@z"e:n , maIn l"i:b5 .
mo:t"o:r@n br"aUx@n bEnts"i:n , P"ø:l PUnt v"as5 .
PUnz5 d"Okto:5 b@z"u:xt f"a:t5 t"E:klIç .
PIç bIn dr"aIsIç j"a:r@ P"alt .
Pe:5 S"Yt@lt kr"EftIç daIn@ h"ant .
j"UN@n l"i:b@n Str"aIt , m"E:tç@n P"aIntraxt .
d"o:rIs vIl Pi:r@ z"Up@ P"Es@n .
n"Ys@ mUs man g"u:t k"aU@n .
daIn@ P"u:5 g"e:t f"o:5 .
P"altsu: l"e:phaft@ k"Ind5 m"ax@n nE5v"ø:s .
P"e:dIt m÷çt@ g"E5n h"aUshalt l"E5n@n .
P"al@ k"Ind5 P"Es@n g"E5n P"aIs .
PUnz5r@ b"aId@n h"Und@ ha:b@n d"U5st .
j"e:d@n fr"aIta:k g"Ipts fr"IS@n f"IS .
k"aIn g"u:t@s v"Et5 , v"e:nIç g"Est@ .
P"e:5st@ St"Und@ d"OYtS , dan P"ENlIS .
nu:n bIn PIç m"EçtIç g@Sp"ant .
maIn P"a5tst PEmpf"a:l dr"IN@nt b"E:d5 .
di:z@ v"o:nUN l"i:kt tsu: h"o:x .
ts"Entn5 fy:5 tsv"÷lf m"a5k fr"aI h"aUs .
PUnz5 h"a:5 br"aUxt pfl"e:g@ .
f"o:5zIçt , ts"u:k f"E:5t P"ap !
maIn d"ak@l par"i:5t PaUfs v"O5t .
tsUm P"aUsvaIs g@h"ø:5t PaIn l"IçtbIlt .
l"aId5 da5f d"o:rIs nIçt bl"aIb@n .
PUnz5r@ z"ø:n@ l"i:b@n fl"Ot@ t"Ents@ .
di:z@ m"anSaft S"Os gl"aIç dr"aI t"o:r@ .
PIn POYr5 v"o:nUN va:r@n d"i:b@ .
P"anSrIft PUnt m"a5k@ nIçt f5g"Es@n !
P"a:dl5 fl"i:g@n t"aUz@nt m"e:t5 h"o:x .
di:z@ g"e:g@nt n"Ent man z"antvy:st@ .
P"al@ j"UN@n Sp"i:l@n f"u:sbal .
k"aIn5 da5f di:z@n r"aUm f5l"as@n .
f5k"e:5sPamp@ln l"OYçt@n gr"y:n , g"Elp , r"o:t .
vas k"Ost@t PaIn gl"a:s z"Elt5svas5 ?
d"o:rIs vIl dr"aUs@n Sn"e: f"e:g@n .
d"O5t mUs j"e:d@s P"aUto: br"Emz@n .
St"aIkt daIn dr"ax@n z"e:5 h"o:x ?
P"aInIg@ b"Us@ f"a:r@n h"OYt@ Sp"E:t5 .
z"Onta:ks tr"INk@n f"i:l@ m"En5 b"i:5 .
d"a:na:x kanst du: dIç v"I5klIç r"Içt@n .
di:z@ ts"a:5t@n bl"u:m@n v"Elk@n r"aS .
P"÷fn@t dOx gl"aIç b"aId@ t"y:r@n !
P"EntlIç l"OYft PUnz5 v"as5 vi:d5 .
h"ø:5 PaUf daIn@ fr"aU !
S"u:lkInd5 mYs@n r"Eçn@n PUnt Sr"aIb@n l"E5n@n .
nIçt j"e:d5 f5tr"E:kt k"alt@s b"i:5 .
PUnz5r5 t"ant@ f"e:lt g"a:5 n"Içts .
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Es geht hier ums Prinzip.
Inge wäscht noch diese Woche.
Laß bloß Dein verdammtes Maulen!

PEs g"e:t h"i:5 PUms prInts"i:p .
P"IN@ v"ESt nOx di:z@ v"Ox@ .
l"as bl"o:s daIn f5d"amt@s m"aUl@n !
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